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Mission Air Charter

 

At Mission Air Charter, we are ready to assist with your next

exclusive jet charter, wherever and whenever you need to fly.

We pride ourselves in being market leaders in what we do and

always strive to offer our clients a unique and personalised

charter experience. Your safety, security and privacy are of

upmost importance to us, which soars us above the

competition in the industry.

Exclusive Air Charter
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Why Mission Air Charter
24/7 Support

We are powered by a team of aviation experts who are available to us around the clock,

representing some of the best air charter brokers in the industry. 

 

Bespoke Service

We offer you a truly unparalleled experience and personal service which is second to

none. We will ensure you travel in style and get to avoid busy airports and unnecessary

delays. No request is too big or too small and we will ensure all your requirements are

catered for.

Anytime, Anywhere

Wherever your destination, whatever the time, we have a plane that will suit all your

needs. We have the most up to date information on aircraft availability and we even have

access to remote or under-serviced airports which could be closer to your final

destination.

 

Full Aircraft Fleet

We have access to over 40,000 aircraft worldwide with a large and diverse fleet, across

170 different sizes and models.

 

Mission Air Charter Fleets

Light jets

Our small aircraft offer flexible and convenient short-haul

travel, making it a perfect choice for city hopping. They are

one of the most commonly used category of aircraft that

offer an effective and comfortable solution for any journey

around 2-3 hours. Also included are the niche category of

very light jets and super light jets.

Mid sized Jets

The mid-sized jets are more spacious and comfortable and

capable of carrying up to 10 passengers, allowing you to

travel further afield in style. Much more cost effective than

their heavy jet counterparts, they offer flexible

combinations of range, speed and cabin comfort. This

category is growing considerably due to their excellent

performance and safety, coupled with innovative and

luxurious onboard amenities.



Onboard Courier

Understanding the word “urgency” and to compliment our world beating

global courier network for those urgent documents, sensitive shipments,

human transplant organs & time critical items that simply “must ride”. We

have a team of specialist air couriers with relevant visa requirement to

hand courier from door to door.

Medivac Air Ambulance

When your medical condition requires it, our team

has widespread experience working on Air

Ambulance operations in a variety of sectors around

the world.

Dangerous goods 

Vast operational experience working alongside

government, military and dangerous goods

specialists over the years coupled with our DG Charter

professionals with a full understanding of freight

documentations. We reassure you that your cargo is in

reliable and professional hands.
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Heavy jets

Heavy Jets and their ultra long range counterparts, dominate

the top echelon of the private jet charter market, crossing

continents with ease and providing exceptional comfort and

luxury. Elevate your flight experience with supremely

comfortable cabins, including fully lie-flat beds and private

dining areas, which allows this jet to cater for a larger number

of passengers in impressive surroundings.

Executive Airliners

Charter the most coveted aircraft from us to experience the

platinum standard of private jet travel. Whether you are

traveling for business or leisure, you can choose from a wide

range of executive airliners to best suit your needs.  Onboard

your jet, we can provide business centers, lounge areas, fully

equipped bedrooms, or even a stand up shower! Let us

elevate your next flight to a whole new level of luxury that you

will always remember.
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Air Cargo

For those much larger challenges and the commercial

options just won't work, with the Mission global air cargo

network we can overcome this with our all-cargo freighter

option that provides our client with a show to show

logistical solution.

To discuss the tailored luxury and personal experience

Mission Air Charter can offer, please contact our experts: 

 

charters@missionexpress.com
+971 (0) 50 199 4580

+ 44 (0) 7710 455587

 

Terms and conditions apply

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mission-express/
https://www.instagram.com/mission.uae/
http://www.missionexpress.com/mission-uae

